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Message passing systems support the applications of concurrent events, where independent or semi-independent events occur simultaneously in a nondeterministic fashion. The nature of independence, random interactions and concurrency made the code development of such applications complicated and error-prone. Conventional code development environments or IDEs, such as Microsoft Visual Studio, provide little programming support in this regard. Furthermore, ensuring the correctness of a message passing system is a challenge. Typically, it is important to guarantee that a system meets its desired specifications along its construction process. Model checking is one of the techniques used in software verification which has proven to be effective in discovering hidden design and implementation errors. The required advanced knowledge of formal methods and temporal languages is one of the impediments in adopting model checking by software developers. To integrate model checking environments and conventional IDEs, this dissertation proposes a multi-phase development framework that facilitates designing, verifying, implementing and debugging state-based message passing systems. The techniques and design principles of the proposed framework focus on improving and easing the software development experience. In the first phase, a two-level design methodology is proposed through using abstract high-level communication blocks and hierarchical state-behavioral descriptions that were developed in this research. In the second phase, a new method based on choosing from a pre-determined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed to facilitate collecting the essential specifications of the system where the atomic propositions are linked with the
system design. A complex property can be attained by hierarchically nesting some of these patterns. A procedure to automatically generate formal models in a model checker (MC) language is proposed. Once the model that contains both the design and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. To help in locating the source of an undesired specification, if any, a procedure to map a counter example generated by the MC to the original design is presented. In the third phase, a skeleton code of the design specification is generated in a general programming language such as Microsoft C#, Java, etc. moreover, the ability to debug the generated code using a conventional IDE while tracing the debugging process back to the original design was established. Finally, a graphical software tool that supports the proposed framework is developed where SPIN MC is used as a verifier. The tool was used to develop and verify several case studies. The proposed framework and the developed software tool can be considered a key solution for message passing systems design and verification.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Message Passing Systems (MPS), such as multi-thread or multi-process based programming environments, support the applications of concurrent events, where independent or semi-independent events occur simultaneously in a nondeterministic fashion. Communication protocols, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), are typical examples of such applications where a set of rules govern the syntax, semantics and synchronization of communication between nodes via a network. Typically, this communication happens to achieve a reliable transfer of data from one node to another. The design, verification, development and debugging of Message Passing Systems (MPS) tend to be a difficult task and subject to errors that are not common in single-process applications. Most of these
errors come from the non-deterministic nature of events during the execution. Deadlocks and race conditions are examples of these errors just to mention few. Conventional code development environments or IDE, such as Visual Studio, provide little programming support or assistance in this regard. A large body of research has focused on techniques that can help verifying and validating software systems, examples can be found in [1–5].

Software testing is a common technique in which experiments are conducted on the actual system before deployment to assure its compliance with requirements. For testing to be effective it requires checking all the possible inputs and states; this is a costly and time-consuming process that makes it impractical in most cases. Moreover, even a heavily tested system may have errors that hardly appear or are impossible to replicate. Limitations in time and resources encouraged industry to find different methods to verify their systems other than dealing with the actual system.

Formal verification is a technique in which the correctness of the system is proven or disproven using mathematical and formal methods [6]. One approach of formal verification is model checking. Model checking is a technique to automatically test if a model of a system meets a given specification by exhaustively exploring all the possible executable paths. Using model checking in the verification process requires building a model of the system in some formal language accepted by the MC in addition to writing the requirement specifications as temporal logic formulas. Building a model and writing temporal properties
require knowledge in the model checker programming language and a strong mathematical background. These obstacles prevent using the model checking technique widely in the software development process.

From the other hand, debugging is a process conducted to discover bugs that may reside in a software system by allowing the programmer to monitor the execution of the system, pause it, set some breakpoints and check the values in memory or even change it at runtime. This technique uses stop-the-world [7] approach which may be useful for debugging single process applications but not sufficient for multi-process applications. To our best knowledge, there is no debugger tool that helps developers in debugging distributed systems by providing a high-level picture of the current state of the application execution, visualizing all the interactions between processes, and reasoning about processes. Several attempts exist in the literature to facilitate using model checking techniques in software verification and to fill the existing gap between existing model checkers and the development environments.

There is a need for a comprehensive framework to help software developers design, verify, implement and debug their systems without the need to learn all the mathematical details of formal verification. To address this problem, a multiple phase approach for developing, verifying and debugging state-based message passing systems is proposed in this dissertation. The target system is described using a two-level design approach: abstract communication blocks level and hierarchical state-behavioral specification level. A procedure
to automatically generate formal models in a MC language is proposed. Moreover, a new method based on choosing from a pre-determined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed to facilitate collecting the essential specifications of the system. Once the model and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. In case of any inconsistencies found, the error source will be automatically localized using an algorithm that was developed for this purpose. A skeleton code of the system that includes the correct design specifications is generated in a general programming language i.e. Microsoft C#, Java, etc., moreover, the ability to debug the generated code using a conventional IDE, such as Visual Studio, while tracing the debugging process back to the original design is established.

The proposed approach was successfully implemented in the form of a tool support that was developed in Microsoft C# where SPIN model checker was used as the verification engine. Several case studies are presented to show this framework effectiveness. The following section gives a background about message passing systems, software verification and model checking.
1.1 Background

1.1.1 Message Passing Systems

Message Passing is a model of communication in a distributed system where messages are sent from one node to another. In general, the purposes of this communication can be one of the following: resource sharing, concurrency, scalability, transparency, openness or fault-tolerance [8]. A message is a collection of data objects that can be managed by a process and delivered to the destination. Usually, the communication between processes is governed by rules that should be followed to ensure the success of the communication. These rules are called communication protocols.

1.1.2 Software Verification

As software systems are being widely involved in everyday life, the need for reliable systems is critical and the failure is unacceptable. The process for checking if a software system meets its specification is called software verification. Many techniques can be used to verify the correctness of a software system. Simulation, testing, deductive verification and model checking are among these techniques. While simulation is a technique in which experiments are conducted on an abstraction or model of the system, testing, on the other hand, is a technique in which experiments are conducted on the actual system before the
deployment. Verifying the correctness of a system using simulation or testing requires checking all of its possible inputs and states which is time-consuming and impractical in most cases. Moreover, even a heavily tested system can have errors that hardly appear and are impossible to replicate. When an error is detected, it is often difficult to spot since, in most cases, the sequence of events leading to this error cannot be reconstructed.

Deductive verification involves using axioms and proof rules to verify the correctness of a system. This method, which can be used for infinite and finite state systems, is not fully automatic and needs to be done by experts in logical reasoning since a lot of user interaction and guidance for the theorem proving tool is required. Moreover, using this technique is a time-consuming process which may last from days to months to prove a single protocol or circuit. Consequently, the use of this method is limited to highly sensitive systems such as security protocols.

The most widely used verification technique is Model checking [6] which is an automated method in which the system to be verified is modeled as a finite state machine and the specifications to be proven are written as temporal logic properties.
1.1.3 Model Checking

Given a finite-state model of a system and a logical property, model checkers check whether this property holds for that model or not by exploring all the possible executions paths of the state machine and checking if the property being tested holds. In case the property fails, a counterexample is generated in the form of a sequence of states.

The logical properties of a system can be classified into two major categories, safety and liveness properties. The safety property specifies what should not ever happen or what should always happen. In model checking, a counterexample of safety property is a list of states where the last state contradicts the property. Conversely, the liveness property specifies what should eventually happen. A counterexample is a loop that does not contain a state with a specified property [6].

One restriction of using model checking is the number of states in the system to be verified. Since the model checker uses an exhaustive search of the state space of the system and the number of states can grow exponentially with respect to the number of values, the state space of a system can be very large, or even infinite. Thus it is impossible to explore the entire state space with the limited resources of time and memory. This problem is called "state explosion problem".
In many cases, model checker tools are able to find errors that cannot be found by simulation. This is due to two major reasons; first, model checkers examine all possible executions of the system while simulators examine a relatively small part of these executions. Second, writing the temporal properties in formal language can help the designer in clarifying ambiguities in the system’s specifications.

To use model checker, the behavior of the target system should be presented by some formal structure. Usually, the behavior of the system is represented by a Kripke Structure proposed in [9]. Kripke structure is a graph such that its nodes are the states of the system and its edges are the state transitions. Formally, a Kripke structure $M$ is a 4-tuple $M=(S, I, R, L)$ where $S$ is a finite set of states, $I \subseteq S$ is a set of the initial states, $R \subseteq S \times S$ is a transition relation where $\forall s \in S, \exists s' \in S$ such that $(s, s') \in R$ and $L : S \rightarrow 2^{AP}$ is a labeling function that maps each node to a set of properties that hold in the corresponding state where $AP$ is a set of atomic propositions, i.e., boolean expressions over variables, constants or predicate symbols. A path in the structure $M$ from a state $s$ is an infinite sequence of states $\pi = s_0s_1s_2\ldots$ such that $s_0 = s$ and $R(s_i, s_{i+1})$ holds for all $i \geq 0$.

As an example, Figure 1.1 gives the pseudo code of two processes competing at some shared resource. Only one process at a time can use this resource. This problem is known as mutual exclusion [10]. Each process has a program counter where 1 represents the critical section. Any process can access the shared resource only if this process is in its critical
section. For this system, there are four states \( S = 00, 01, 10, 11 \). Let us assume that the starting state is where both processes are in position 0, i.e., \( I = 00 \). The transitions between states are specified by two rules, the next state will be the initial state unless the current state is already the initial state and the initial state can transit to either state 01 or 10. Thus \( R = (00,01), (00,10),(10,00),(01,00),(11,00) \). Figure 1.2 gives a graphical representation of the Kripke structure of this system. The sequence 00,01,00,10,00,01,... is an initialized path such that each process takes its turn to enter its critical section and use the shared resource. This system satisfies the property of safety since at most one process can be in its critical section at a time and nothing bad will happen.

### Figure 1.1 Model Checking Example

The properties of a system should be formulated as temporal logic expressions. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is a specification language that is used for describing sequences of transitions between states in a system. LTL is an extension of classical logic which inherits Boolean variables and Boolean operators (negation \( \sim \), conjunction \( \land \), disjunction \( \lor \) and implication \( \rightarrow \)) from propositional logic. In addition, LTL has the following temporal
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Figure 1.2 A Kripke structure for two processes that preserve mutual exclusion [10]

operators: $X$ for next time, $F$ for eventually or in future, $G$ for globally and $U$ for until. These operators describe properties of a path through a structure. The formula $Xp$ requires that the property $p$ holds in the next state of the path. Figure 1.3(a) and 1.3(b) show a path for which $Xp$ does and does not hold respectively. In both cases each state is labeled with the properties that hold in it. The formula $Fp$ holds along a path if $p$ holds at some state on the path. $Fp$ holds in both paths in Figure 1.3 since, in both cases, the first state already holds $p$. The formula $Gp$ holds along a path if $p$ holds in all the states of the path. Clearly, the path in Figure 1.3(a) satisfies $Gp$ while the path in Figure 1.3(b) does not, since $p$ does not hold in the second state. The formula $pUg$ holds if there is a state on the path where $q$ holds and, at every preceding state on the path, $p$ holds. Figure 1.4(a) and (b) show a path in which $pUg$ does and does not hold respectively.
1.1 Background

Going back to the example in Figure 1.1, the global operator $G$ can be specified as $G \sim (c_1, c_2)$, where $c_i$ labels the states where process $i$ is in its critical section. Literally, this can be translated to English as follows: it is not possible for both $c_1$ and $c_2$ to be true at the same state. For the same example, the property which says that the first process will eventually reach its critical section can be formalized using the eventually operator as $F$. This property does not hold since the system may loop between the initial state 00 and the state 10 and never reach 01.

A Kripke structure $M$ satisfies a temporal formula $f$, if and only if all the initialized paths of the structure satisfy the formula. Formally, $M \models f$, iff $\pi \models d$ for all the initialized paths $\pi$ of $M$. The relation $\models$ is defined recursively as follows:

$$\pi \models p \iff \pi \in L(\pi(0))$$
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\[ \pi \models Xf \iff \pi_1 \models f \]

\[ \pi \models Gf \iff \pi_i \models f \text{ for all } i \geq 0 \]

\[ \pi \models Ff \iff \pi_i \models f \text{ for some } i \geq 0 \]

\[ \pi \models fUq \iff \pi_i \models q \text{ for some } i \geq 0 \text{ and } \pi_i \models f \text{ for all } 0 \leq j \leq i \]

Using model checkers in verifying software systems can catch a range of logical and functional design errors, especially errors related to concurrency and multi-threading issues such as:

- Deadlock and starvation
- Race conditions
- Locking and priority problems
- Resource allocation errors
- Violation of system bounds (memory, stack ..)
- Redundancy

In order to use model checker on the verification process, two things are required from the user. The first is to learn how to build logic models i.e., how to extract a model from the
software code to verify. The second is to learn how to use abstraction to solve the problem of space explosion. The third is to learn how to formalize requirements in LTL. Examples of available model checkers are Blast [11] Chess [12] and SPIN [13].

1.2 Motivations and Contributions

This research was motivated by the fact that a gap exists between model checking environments and conventional integrated development environments (IDEs). This gap prevents a simultaneous, efficient and effective benefit from both of these environments in the software development process. Figure 1.5 shows a schematic representation of this gap. On one hand, model checking is an efficient technique to ensure the correctness of a system before deployment. Using model checking requires building a model of the system in some formal language accepted by the MC in addition to writing the requirement specifications as temporal logic formulas. Building a model and writing temporal properties require knowledge in the model checker specification language and a strong mathematical background. These are obstacles for the majority of developers which in turn prevent model checking techniques from being widely used in the software development process. On the other hand, IDEs provide a debugging ability which enables the user to monitor and pause the execution of a system, set breakpoints and check the values in memory at runtime. Even though, debuggers are useful in single process applications, the nature of independence, random interaction and concurrency made the debugging of multi-process applications not a sufficient practice. Current debuggers are not able to provide a high-level picture of the
current state of a multi-process application, visualize the interactions between processes or link the implementation code to the original design.

In this research, the need for a comprehensive engineering development environment to help software developers design, verify, implement and debug their systems without the need to learn all the mathematical details of formal verification was realized. To address this problem, a multiple phase approach for developing and verifying message passing systems is proposed. The target system is described using a two-level design approach: an abstract communication blocks level and a hierarchical state-behavioral specification level. A procedure to automatically generate formal models in a MC language is proposed. On the other hand, a new method based on choosing from a predetermined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed to facilitate collecting the essential specifications of the system.

Once the model and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to
verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. In case of any inconsistencies found, the error source will be automatically localized using an algorithm that was developed for this purpose. A skeleton code of the system that includes the correct design specifications is generated in a general programming language i.e. Microsoft C#, Java, etc. Finally, the ability to debug the code using a conventional IDE while tracing the debugging process back to the original design was established. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed framework. A graphical software tool that supports the proposed framework is developed where SPIN MC is used as a verifier. The tool was used to develop and verify several case studies. The proposed framework and the developed software tool can be considered as a key solution for message passing systems design, verification and debugging.

The main contributions of this research can be summarized in the following points:

- A comprehensive framework to help software developers design, verify, implement and debug their systems without the need to learn all the mathematical details of formal verification.

- A multi-level graphical approach to design state-based message passing systems.

- A Hierarchical Designed-for-Verification extended finite state machine (HDV-EFSM) to assist in designing complex systems with too many states.

- A set of hierarchical event-based and time-based patterns for concurrent properties.
is proposed along with a mapping between these patterns to linear temporal logic (LTL).

- A tool environment to support the proposed approach where SPIN model checker was used as a verification engine along with a formal approach for translating the design system to PROMELA language (the input of SPIN) and to a general programming language e.g., C# or Java.

- A procedure to integrate an IDE to the developed tool during the debugging mode and switch between the graphical system design and its code implementation.
1.3 Dissertation Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. A related literature review of software verification, model checking and debugging multi-process applications is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents in details the proposed approach to the design, verification and debugging of message passing communication systems. Chapter 4 introduces the software tool developed based on the proposed approach. The tool was implemented in Microsoft Visual C# and includes the design, verification, implementation and debug phases. Case studies will be presented in Chapter 5. Finally, the dissertation conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Review of Literature

Different approaches have been proposed in literature to model, verify and debug software systems. This chapter presents a state-of-the-art survey of these topics.

2.1 Model Checking in Software Verification

Model checking is a technique used to verify the correctness of systems. Different approaches have been proposed in literature to model check software systems. These approaches differ mainly in the following three aspects: the system modeling technique, the formalization of the system properties and the used model checker engine. The following subsections discuss these classifications.
2.1 Model Checking in Software Verification

2.1.1 Modeling System Specifications

Using a model checker to verify the correctness of a system requires building a model of the system in a formal language accepted by the model checker. Different approaches have been proposed to generate such a model. The following subsections discuss these approaches.

2.1.1.1 Hand-Written Formal Modeling

This approach requires writing a formal model in the model checker specification language by hand [14–16]. This approach is error-prone and needs advanced knowledge of the MC language.

2.1.1.2 Extraction from Code

This approach is based on extracting a verifiable model from the implementation of the system. This can be done either manually as in [17–20] or automatically as in [21, 22]. The manual extraction is time-consuming and needs advanced knowledge in the modeling languages. On the other hand, the automatic extraction is a more efficient technique, but has the problem of ensuring that the extracted abstract model is a correct mapping to the actual system. Most of these techniques use a level of abstraction based on the properties to be verified such that a model that captures only the details relevant to that property needs to be extracted. AX, stands for Automatic eXtractor [22], extracts models from C programs at an abstraction level defined by the user. Java PathFinder [21], on the other hand, translates
programs written in Java to models in PROMELA which can be verified using SPIN. Other examples can be found in [23, 24].

2.1.1.3 High-Level Modeling

This approach uses higher level diagram-based or text-based architecture specifications languages to describe the system then converts the result to the language of the model checker. Shi and He [25] use Petri-Net to describe the system behavior. Wright and Garlen [26] use Communication Sequential Processes (CSP). Even though, these languages are rich in describing the behavior of a concurrent system, using these languages requires advanced knowledge in the languages syntax and semantics. CHARMY [27], Bose [28] and vUML [29] used standard unified modeling language (UML) class and sequence diagrams to describe the specifications of a system. Byun [30] presented pattern-based development methodology to design such systems.

2.1.1.4 Direct Code Model Checking

Other studies proposed model checkers that can work directly with the implementation code without requiring building a model. CMC [31], for example, is a model checker that works directly with unmodified C or C++ implementation without requiring any intermediate steps. Other tools are SLAM [32], JPF [33] and Verisoft [34].
2.1.2 Systems Properties

To verify the correctness of a system using model checking its properties should be expressed in temporal languages that are accepted by the MC such as Linear Temporal Language (LTL), Computational Tree Logic (CTL), CLT* and mu-calculus. LTL is the most popular one which is used in CBabel [16], vUML [29] and CHARMY [27]. It is well known that writing and understanding properties in these languages is not an easy task since a strong background in these formal languages is required [35]. On the other hand, some studies exist in literature that proposed visual graphical notations to build these properties. Ramakrishna et al. [36] used Real-Time Future Interval Logic (RTFIL) diagrams. Damm and Hare [37] used Live Sequence Chart (LSC). Activity diagram is used by Bose [28]. Smith et al. [38] proposed Timeline Editor which is a visual specification formalism to place a series of events on a timeline. Figure 2.1 shows a time line for a call waiting requirements.

2.1.3 Model Checking Tools

Different model checkers are presented in literature and used to model check software systems. Examples of available model checkers are Blast [11] Chess [12] and SPIN [13]. In this review SPIN model checkers will be discussed. SPIN [13] is one of the most powerful model checkers that can be used to verify the correctness of concurrent systems and can check either hand-built or mechanically generated models. SPIN differs from other model checkers in offering a number of options to speed up the model checking process and save
memory. Moreover, SPIN supports asynchronous modeling which is a main property of
message passing systems. Let \( L(S) \) be a set of possible behavior of a system \( S \) and \( L(p) \) is
a set of the valid or desirable behaviors of the system, model checking tries to prove that
\( L(S) \subseteq L(p) \) i.e. everything possible is also valid. On the other hand, SPIN’s verification
engine tries to prove that \( L(S) \cap L(\sim p) = \emptyset \). From Figure 2.2, if \( m \) is an empty set then
\( S \) satisfies \( p \), on the other hand if \( m \) is not an empty set then there are one or more counter
examples that shows how \( S \) violates \( p \).

Figure 2.1 Time line for a Call waiting requirements [38]

Figure 2.2 SPIN MC Principle
Systems to be verified using SPIN are described in PROMELA (*Process Meta Language*), which supports the modeling of asynchronous distributed algorithms. Properties to be verified are expressed as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. The major target of PROMELA is to be a system description language, not an implementation language. This language focuses in the modeling of process synchronization rather than mathematical computations and on the description of concurrent software systems rather than hardware circuits. The syntax of PROMELA is similar to C language but simplified; no pointers, no real datatypes such as float or real and no functions. No notion of time and clock exist in PROMELA.

In PROMELA, system components are modeled as processes which communicate via channels or through shared memory represented as global variables. Given a PROMELA model as input, SPIN generates a C program which conducts system verification by scanning the state space using a depth-first search (DFS) algorithm. Two types of properties can be checked in this stage, first; liveness properties such as non-progress cycles and eventual reception of messages, second; safety properties such as invalid end states, assertions, unspecified message receptions and absence of deadlock. Other specific properties can be checked by writing Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. SPIN converts an LTL expression to a never claim which is just another process that is executed in lock-step where a step from the never claim process executes after each step from the system. When an error is found, SPIN saves the trace of steps led to the invalid state.
Figure 2.3 shows an overall architecture of SPIN. The inputs for SPIN are the specification model written in PROMELA and the properties to be verified written in LTL. SPIN will generate a verifier in C language called pan.c. This file should be compiled and run.

In addition to model checking, SPIN can also operate as a simulator, following one possible execution path through the system and presenting the resulting execution trace to the user. All Spin software is written in ANSI standard C, and is portable across all versions of Unix, Linux, cygwin, Plan9, Inferno, Solaris, Mac, and Windows [13]. SPIN uses different approaches to cope with the state-space expulsion problem. These approaches include state-vector compression, bit-state hashing and partial order reduction.

**Figure 2.3 SPIN Architecture**
2.2 Debugging multi process applications

The problems of testing software were first mentioned few decades ago; since that time the complexity of software, the available memory and computer speed have been increased but software is basically still developed and tested in the same way. It is not possible to predictably produce reliable software.

Testing is a common method to validate software systems. The process starts by unit test which is the isolation of a single module or process in the system and verify its correctness. Once this test passed, a system integration test is done with a group of unit tests to build the whole system step-by-step. For sequential software systems, this method can be used even it is very time-consuming. In distributed software systems, concurrency problems may prevent proper execution of the system while making testing a hard task. Concurrency can cause race conditions, starvation, deadlock or delay problems.

Debugging is a process of discovering any bugs that may reside in a software system to make it behaves as expected. Debuggers are tools which help the programmer to monitor the execution of the system, pause it, set some breakpoints and check the values in memory or even change it at runtime. This technique uses stop-the-world [7] approach which may be useful for debugging single process applications but not sufficient for distributed applications. Several methods for helping the developers in debugging distributed software systems are proposed in literature. The known methods for debugging parallel applica-
tions can be divided into three main categories [39]: Automated verification of correctness, Comparative debugging and Interactive debugging.

The first category is based on automated correctness verification where a specific conditions of the system are checked while the application is executing. These conditions may include the correctness of calls of libraries that control the parallel execution and message exchange, the correct synchronization of processes and threads when shared data are used, and so on. This kind of debugging is done fully automated; the user is not involved in any stage of this process. Types of errors that can be detected using this debugging technique are: Parallelism specifications, deadlocks, incorrect parameters, incorrect access of shared data, use of uninitialized variables and other errors. Examples of debuggers of this type are: Intel Message Checker [40], MPI debugger in the DVM system [41], HP Visual Threads [42], and Intel Thread Checker [43].

The second category is called Comparative debuggers where a comparison of several runs of the same program is conducted by analyzing the traces collected in the course of the execution. Example of this type of debuggers is DVM system [44].

The third category is called Interactive debuggers where an interaction between the user and the debugger is allowed in any stage of the execution of the application by setting break points, step-by-step execution, testing and displaying values of particular variables. Examples of this type of debuggers are: TotalView [45], TDB [46], P2D2 [47], DDBG [48] and Allinea DDT [49].
This review will focus on the third type of debuggers, the Interactive debuggers for distributed programming. Allinea DDT is fully integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio which gives full control of parallel and multi-threaded applications as well as MPI applications. It is able to debug programs written in C, C++, C-Sharp, Python, FORTRAN and all .Net languages [49]. TotalView is a dynamic source code and memory debugger for C, C++ and FORTRAN applications written for Linux, UNIX and Mac OSX platforms. It can debug one or many processes and/or threads with complete control over program execution. TotalView does not support C-Sharp programs and Windows Operating System [45]. While both TotalView and DDT debuggers provide the developer with detailed information about the running processes in the application, no one provides a high-level picture of the current state of the application execution.

A debugger for flow graph based Dynamic Parallel Scheduled (DPS) parallelization framework is presented in [50]. The flow graph is used to provide both a high level and a detailed picture of the current state of the application execution. The parallel nature of DPS application is presented as an acyclic directed graph that specifies the dependences between messages and computations, where vertices represent serial computations and edges represent messages transfers. A later study by the same authors of [50] extends the concept of debugging DPS applications to debug MPI applications [51]. They designed a debugger that displays a message-passing graph of the execution of an MPI application which provides a higher level view of its communication patterns. This debugger provides the following features for the user: hiding/unhiding part of the processes, attaching regular
debugger to a process, changing the contents of a message at run time, reordering the messages to check for race conditions, displaying the contents of message queues at any point and setting conditional breakpoints.

Figure 2.4 describes the system proposed in [51]. The Debugger is a standalone program which the parallel application should connect before startup. Each application has a hook with the debugger, which sends and receives from the debugger. The communications between the debugger and the processes are as follows:

- Each process will notify the debugger upon startup

- For every message a process sends, the process will first notify the debugger by sending the message contents and then waits for an acknowledgment

- When the debugger acknowledges the process, the process sends the message to the destination.

- When the process wants to do any operation i.e., processing the message, it will first notify the debugger and waits for acknowledgment

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 includes a debugger with multi-threaded debugging support. It provides a "Threads" window which lists all of the current threads in the system. From this window the developer can freeze or resume a thread, switch the current active thread, examine thread state and examine the state of local variables within the thread. This win-
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Figure 2.4 Parallel Debugger Architecture [51]

dow acts as the command center for examining and controlling the different threads in an application. Visual Studio 2010 supports the debugging of parallel applications by being able to present the state of the application anytime during the execution in the debugging mode across the different parallel execution units. It has task and thread windows to show the status of the processes and/or threads at any points in addition to stack view window which will show graphically the execution path of individual tasks [52].

HP proposed Causeway [53], a debugger for message-passing distributed systems. Their approach debugs the system by generating data traces that can be processed offline i.e. post-mortem debugging. This way of debugging generates large amount of tracing data which required effective searching techniques to find a bug. In [54] a live distributed debugger is proposed for debugging stream applications. It allows the user to limit the amount of
tracing data depending in which part of the system is under investigation. The results are presented as visual graphical models. These debugging tools generate data traces while the system is running and help the user display these data in different formats. These tools do not provide any help for the developer in reasoning about the cause and the solution of any residence bug.
Chapter 3

A Framework for Message Passing Systems Development

Verifying that a software system satisfies its required properties is important. This chapter presents in details an approach to formally verify and debug message passing communication systems using model checking.

3.1 Overview

As mentioned before, in order to verify the correctness of a system using model checking, a model of the system should be built in some language accepted by the model checker and the specifications to be verified should be given as temporal logic formulas. Building a model and writing temporal properties require advance knowledge in these languages.
and strong mathematical background which are not always available among the majority of software developers. These obstacles prevent using model checking technique widely in the software development process [55].

This research aims to facilitate using model checking in software verification by proposing a multi-phase approach. These phases are: system design phase, properties specification phase, verification phase, code generation phase and debugging phase. The message passing system is described using a two-level design approach: abstract communication blocks level and hierarchical state-behavioral specification level. A procedure to automatically generate formal models in a model checker language is proposed. A new method based on choosing from a pre-determined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed to facilitate collecting the essential specifications of the system. Once the model and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. In case of any inconsistencies found, the error source will be automatically localized using an algorithm that was developed for this purpose. A skeleton code of the system that includes the correct design specifications is generated in a general programming language i.e. Microsoft C#, Java, etc. Moreover, the ability to debug the code using a conventional IDE while tracing the debugging process back to the original design was established. Figure 3.1 illustrates the proposed framework. The following subsections describe these phases in details.
3.2 System Design

A formalism to model the specifications of a Message Passing System (MPS) structure and interactions is required. A two-level design approach is proposed where the design of the system is decomposed into high-level block description and state-behavioral description. An MPS-Block Diagram was proposed to provide a high-level abstract architecture of the system in the form of blocks and communication channels between these blocks. In the state-behavioral description, the internal behavior of the high-level blocks is described using a modified finite state machine diagram. To easily explain the proposed approach, a
simple example will be discussed and used as a sample use case through this chapter.

**Example: Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol**

A simple reliable communication protocol is a basic protocol to transfer data on a lossy lower layer. Messages are sent from node A to node B such that when B receives a message from A, it replies with an acknowledgment to ask for the next message, i.e. each message should be acknowledged before next message can be sent. Here, it was assumed that the lower layer may loose messages randomly but not corrupt the contents. Each message from A to B contains a data part and a one-bit sequence number, i.e., a value that is either 0 or 1. Messages from B to A contain an acknowledgment bit (0 or 1). Node A starts by sending a message with sequence number \( x \), A now will wait to get a response from B. when B receives the message, it compares the message’s sequence number with the expecting sequence number (0 for the case of first message). If they are equal, B acknowledges by sending ACK message to A with \( x \) sequence number, accepts the message and complements the expected sequence number. But if they are different, B sends ACK message to A with \( x \) sequence number. When A gets an ACK from B, two possibilities can happen:

- If the sequence number of the ACK message and the original sent number are equal, A complements the sequence number and continues sending the next data frame (if any).

- If the sequence number of the ACK message and the original sent number are not
equal, $A$ will resend the same message again.

To avoid infinite waiting for an acknowledgment from $B$, node $A$ starts a timer each time it sends a message to $B$ such that if this timer expires before an ACK is received, $A$ will resend the message. Node $A$ will try to send a message frame $N$ times. If all of these trials fail, $A$ will quit. The following two subsections provide details about the proposed design phase and how to apply it on this example.

### 3.2.1 High-Level Block Design

An MPS-Block Diagram was proposed to decompose the large MPS into several subsystems in order to reduce the design complexity. Each subsystem may be treated as a high-level black box where all the internal details are ignored at this stage and only the interactions between the subsystems are considered. The high-level block description of a system can contain:

- **High-Level Blocks**: the architectural building elements of the system
- **Communication Channels**: the interaction paths between the high-level blocks
- **Messages**: the type of interactions between any two blocks via a communication channel

Figure 3.2 shows the modeling of the simple reliable transfer protocol described above using the proposed high-level block design. There are four blocks and six communication
Figure 3.2 High-Level Block Design of a simple reliable transfer protocol

channels. The main blocks needed to model this system are:

1. Upper Block: which generates and consumes the date messages

2. Sender Block: which accepts messages from the Upper block and sends these messages to the lossy lower layer block

3. Receiver Block: which accepts messages from the lower layer and sends these messages to the Upper layer block

4. Lower Block: which simulates the lossy communication layer between the sender and the receiver
The communication channels and their corresponding messages are:

1. UTOS: this channel connects the upper block to the sender block. The message that goes through this channel is $send(byte \ d)$ where $d$ is the data byte to send.

2. STOL: this channel connects the sender block to the lower block. The message that goes through this channel is $send2L(byte \ d, \ bit \ a)$ where $d$ is the byte to send and $a$ is the sequence bit.

3. LTOS: this channel connects the lower block to the sender block. The message that goes through this channel is $ack2S(bit \ b)$ where $b$ is the acknowledgment bit.

4. LTOR: this channel connects the lower block to the receiver block. The message that goes through this channel is $send2R(byte \ s, \ bit \ a)$ where $s$ is the received data byte and $a$ is the received sequence bit.

5. RTOL: this channel connects the receiver block to the lower block. The message that goes through this channel is $ack2L(bit \ b)$ where $d$ is the acknowledgment bit.

6. RTOU: this channel connects the receiver block to the upper block. The message that goes through this channel is $receive(byte \ d)$ where $d$ is the received byte.
3.2.2 State-Behavioral Description

Once an abstract general architecture of the system is built as a group of MPS-level blocks with communications channels between these blocks, the internal behavioral of each block should be described. This behavioral can be described as a finite state machine (FSM) [56]. Although FSM is useful in systems specification description, this diagram cannot hold local variables in the state which is necessary in most message passing systems, especially with increased complexity of such systems. Ellsberger et al. [57] proposed a Communicating Extended Finite State Machine (CEFSM) which is a finite state machine that is extended with variables and actions.

In order to make the FSM a suitable presentation of the system behavior in the proposed framework, a number of parameters should be added to the state machine. In the verification process, it is important to determine the end state of a machine since this state is considered the only valid termination point of all the execution paths otherwise an error should be reported. To overcome this, an extension to the CEFSM is proposed in this research to facilitate the verification process. In the modified CEFSM, the end state and the required assertions were added. The new machine is called Designed for Verification CEFSM (DV-CEFSM). Follows is the formal definition of the DV-CEFSM:

**Definition:** An DV-CEFSM is a 7-tuple \((S, s_0, M, f, V, s_{\text{end}}, a)\) where:

- \(S\) is a set of states
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- $s_0$ is the initial state

- $s_{end}$ is the end state (to be used in the verification phase)

- $M$ is a set of all input and output messages and their parameters

- $V$ is a set of local variables and their initial values

- $f$ is a state transition relation

- $a$ is a list of assertions, if any (to be used in the verification phase)

Logical and arithmetic operators are used to operate in the local variables and the message parameters. A new definition of a state transition is given here which includes a number of added parameters required for verification and debugging purposes. A State Transition $f$ is defined as follows:

**Definition:** A State Transition $f$ is an nine-tuple $(s_s, s_e, i, p, a, o, d, t, b)$ where:

- $s_s$ is the starting state of the transition

- $s_e$ is the ending state of the transition

- $i$ is the input message (if any) that will initiate the transition

- $p$ is a condition (if any) that governs the final state of the transition
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• a is a set of actions

• o is a set of output messages

• d is a boolean variable to indicate if the output messages are deterministic or non-deterministic

• t is a boolean variable to indicate if this operation is atomic or not

• b is a boolean variable to indicate if there is a breakpoint at this transition or not

The system goes from one state to another in response to an incoming message. If a system is in specific state \( s \in S \) and receives a message \( m \in M \). Depending on the contents of this message (by testing some conditions if any), the system performs some actions, emits output messages and then it may move to the next state in the state transition relation \( f \). In some cases, the destination state of a transition is not only governed by the input message and its contents but also by the result of some mathematical or logical operations in a local variable of the state itself or a global variable of the machine. As MPS tends to be more complex and harder to model as FSM in practice, hierarchical DV-CEFSM is introduced in Section 3.2.4.

Figure 3.3 gives an example of a DV-CEFSM where \( S = \{s_0, s_1, s_2\} \), the initial state is \( s_0 \), the end state is \( s_2 \), the set of messages is \( M = \{m_0(\text{byte } x), m_1(\text{byte } x, \text{bit } a), m_2(\text{bit } b), m_3\} \) and \( c \) is a local variable with initial value of zero.
Based on the above two-level approach to design a MPS, a formal definition of a state based MPS is given as follows:

**Definition:** A State-Based Message Passing System (SB-MPS) is a three-tuple \((B, Ch, G)\) where:

- \(B\) is a set of all the high-level blocks in the system and their DV-CEFSM
- \(Ch\) is a set of all the communication channels in the system and their messages
- \(G\) is a set of global variables of all the blocks in the system and their initial values

The state behavioral diagram of the four blocks of the simple reliable transfer protocol.
discussed above is shown in Figure 3.4.

**Figure 3.4** The state behavioral design of the four blocks in the Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol

### 3.2.3 Comparing to Petri Nets

Petri-Net, first designed in [58] is a formal representation of parallel and distributed system with mathematical semantics that is used in formal verification. There are many parallel computation applications where Petri Net has been successfully used. The basic components of a Petri Net model are places, transitions, arcs and tokens. Places and transitions are basic nodes where an arc may exists only from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place. A place can contain zero or more tokens that may be moved or "fired" to other place.
Colored Petri Net (CPN) [59] is an extended Petri net where a token can hold data of a given type or color in a place. Formally, a Colored Petri Net model is defined as follows [59]:

**Definition:** A Colored Petri Net (CPN) is an eight-tuple $(P, T, A, \Sigma, V, C, G, E)$ where:

- $P$ is a set of places
- $T$ is a set of transitions where $P \cap T = \emptyset$
- $A \subseteq P \times T \cup T \times P$ is a set of directed arcs
- $\Sigma$ is a set of non empty types or color sets
- $V$ is a set of typed variables
- $C$ is a color set function assigning a color set (or a type) to each place.
- $G$ is a guard function assigning a guard to each transition
- $E$ is an arc expression function assigning an arc expression to each arc

Figure 3.5 shows the model of the simple reliable transfer protocol discussed above in Petri Net. As shown in the figure, it is hard to draw a clear model for such a simple protocol. Moreover, as the target system becomes larger, the final Petri Net model becomes more complicated and hard to visualize and understand [60]. On the other hand, the proposed
modeling approach decomposes the modeling process into two stages (block design and behavioral design) which makes it relatively easier compared to Petri Net.

![Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol in Petri Net](image)

**Figure 3.5** Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol in Petri Net

### 3.2.4 Hierarchical Designed-For-Verification CEFSM

In practice, modeling the behavioral of a system as a finite state machine tends to become harder as the number of states in the FSM increases. This also impedes the reading and understanding of the result FSM. To model complex systems as FSM, several studies proposed using hierarchical FSM [61]. In this dissertation, a hierarchical or nested DV-CEFSM is proposed to facilitate the process of top-down decomposing of complex message passing systems.

A Hierarchical DV-CEFSM has the following components:

- A set of Simple States $S$
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- A set of Complex States $C$

- An initial simple state $s_0$

- An end simple state $s_{end}$

- A set of all input and output messages and their parameters

- A set of local variables and their initial values

- A list of assertions, if any

- A simple state transition relation

- A complex transition relation

A Complex state recursively contains simple states and other complex states in addition to the following two pseudo states:

- **Enter State:** This state acts as an entrance to the state diagram of the complex state. All the incoming transitions to the state diagram should go through this pseudo state. This state directs an incoming transition into its final destination.

- **Exit State:** This state acts as an exit gate to the state diagram such that all the outgoing transition from the complex state should pass through this state.

A simple state $s_i$ within a complex state $C_i$ can communicate with other outside states only
through the *Enter* or *Exit* states. In other words, there is only one entrance state and one exit state to the complex state.

A simple transition connects two simple states and a complex transition connects a simple state to a complex state, a complex state to a complex state or a complex state to a simple state. A Complex State Transition differs from a simple transition in the definition of the source and destination of the transition. The source of a complex transition should be defined as the name of the complex state and the corresponding internal simple state.

An example of a hierarchical DV-CEFSM is shown in Figure 3.6. In this example $S_0$ and $S_3$ are simple states. $C_1$ is a complex state which contains the simple states $S_1$ and $S_2$. $t_2$ and $t_4$ are simple transitions that connects two simple states. $t_1$ and $t_5$ are complex transitions such that $t_1$ connects the simple state $S_0$ to the complex state $C_1$ and $t_5$ connects $C_1$ to $S_3$. The transitions $t_3$ and $t_6$ are pseudo transitions that connects the pseudo states. The source of the transition $t_1$ is defined as $S_0$ while the destination of $t_1$ is defined as $C_1 : S_1$. Note here that in hierarchical state diagram only one state is active at a time.

In some cases, it may be required to convert a hierarchical state machine to a one without any complex states. This process is called Flatten Process since it expands any complex state to a set of simple states. To explain this process, let $H$ is a hierarchical DV-CEFSM and its corresponding flat DV-CEFSM $D$. $D$ is generated using the following rules:

- For each simple state in $H$ add a state to $D$
• For any complex state in $H$, recursively add all of its states to $D$

• For each simple transition in $H$ add a transition in $D$ between the same corresponding states

• The initial and end states in $H$ are mapped to the initial and end states in $D$

• For each complex transition in $H$ that connects $C_i : S_j$ to $C_k : S_l$, recursively convert the complex transition to a regular transition in $D$ that connects the state $S_j$ to state $S_l$ after expending $C_i$ and $C_k$.

### 3.3 Concurrent Property Specifications

Once the design of the system is described, the required properties should be specified. These properties usually expressed in a temporal formal language. Generally, the properties of a system can be classified either as Liveness properties or Safety Properties [13]. A
Liveness property indicates that something good should eventually happen while a safety property indicates that something bad should never happen. In the proposed framework, a simplified pattern-based approach to construct these properties is used. The following subsections describe this approach.

### 3.3.1 Pattern based properties

The pattern approach is based on the similarities noticed in system’s requirements such that a specification pattern can be defined as a general description of a recurring required sequence of events in a finite state machine. This method has the advantage of providing a pre-canned solution for the properties modeling and can effectively and efficiently simplify the MPS verification process. Patterns in finite state machine property specifications were first introduced in [62].

In this work, patterns in property specifications are studied and classified based on the type of the incident that raises the pattern. Patterns in property specifications can be classified as event-based or time-based patterns. While event-based patterns describe the occurrence of an event in relation to other events, time-based patterns describe the occurrence of an event in relation to an absolute or relative time. The following subsections describe these patterns.
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3.3.1.1 Event-Based Patterns

Event-based patterns describe the occurrence of an event in relation to other events. A previous work by Dwyer et al. [62] to identify the different property specification patterns was adapted in this research. An extension of these patterns in addition to new patterns was proposed and identified in this work. Each pattern holds valid for a certain range which specifies to what extend this pattern should hold. The following ranges where proposed in [62]: *Global* (throughout the entire execution path), *Before R* (up to the occurrence of another event $R$), *After Q* (after an event $Q$ occurred) and *Between Q and R* (the part of the execution after the occurrence of $Q$ and before the occurrence of $R$). Figure 3.7 shows the event-based ranges. The following subsections list these patterns. In the proposed framework and its resulted tool support, a mapping between these patterns along with the different scopes to LTL was also performed.

![Event-Based Specification Pattern Ranges](image)

**Figure 3.7** Event-Based Specification Pattern Ranges [62]
3.3.1.1.1 Never Pattern

**Intent** To describe that a given event \( P \) should not happen within a specified scope condition.

**LTL Mapping** Expressing this pattern as a Linear Temporal Logic is done using the \(! (not)\) operation. Table 3.1 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes.

**Example and Known Uses** An example of using this pattern is in the well known Mutual Exclusion algorithm [62]. This algorithm is used to avoid using a common resource (e.g. critical section, global variable, ...) simultaneously. Let \( P \) is the event that two processes \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are in their critical sections, the property can be written in LTL as \( [\!] (!P) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>([!] (!P))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt; R -&gt; (!P U R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>([!] (Q -&gt; <a href="!P">!</a>))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>([!]((Q &amp; !R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt; (!P U R)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1.1.2 Invariant Pattern

**Intent** To describe that a given event \( P \) should always happen within a specified scope condition.
LTL Mapping Table 3.2 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes.

Example and Known Uses For the Mutual Exclusion algorithm, let \( P \) is the event that process \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are not using a shared resource at the same time, then this property can be written as \([ ]P\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>(<a href="P"> </a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>(&lt;&gt; R \rightarrow (P U R))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>([](Q \rightarrow <a href="P"></a>))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>([]((Q &amp; \neg R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) \rightarrow (P U R)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1.1.3 Existence Pattern

Intent To describe that a given event \( P \) should happen at least once within a specified scope condition.

LTL Mapping Table 3.3 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes.

Example and Known Uses An example of the existence pattern can be found in the situation where a process eventually reaches it is final state and terminates. This can be modeled as \(<> P\) where \( P \) is the event that the process is in its end state \( s_e \).
Table 3.3 Existence Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;(P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>!R U ((P &amp; !R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td><a href="!Q"></a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[](Q &amp; !R -&gt; (!R U((P &amp; !R)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1.1.4 At-Most-K Existence Pattern

**Intent** At-Most-K Existence $P,K$ describes that a given event $P$ should happen at most $K$ times within a specified scope condition.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.4 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes where $k=2$.

3.3.1.1.5 Exactly-K Existence Pattern

**Intent** Exactly-K Existence $P,K$ describes that a given event $P$ should happen exactly $K$ times within a specified scope condition.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.5 shows the LTL formulas for Exactly-K Existence pattern. The formula for $K=N$ is built recursively from sub formulas. Table 3.6 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes where $K=2$. 
Table 3.4 At-Most-K Existence Pattern LTL Mapping where $K=2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>!P U((P U( (!P U( (P U ([!]P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Before R        | <>R -> (((!P & !R) U (R | ((P & !R) U (R | ((!P & !R) U (R | (((P & !R) U (R | ((P & !R)
|                  | U (R | ((P U R)))))))))) |
| After Q         | <>Q -> (!Q U (Q & (!P U((P U( (!P U( (P U ([!]P | [!]P)) [] !P)) | [] P))) |[] !P)) |[] P))) |
| Between Q and R | []((Q & <>R) -> (((!P & !R) U (R | ((P & !R) U (R | (((!P & !R) U (R | (((P & !R) U (R | ((P & !R)
|                  | U (R | ((P U R)))))))))))) |

3.3.1.1.6 At-Least-K Existence Pattern

**Intent** At-Least-K Existence $P.K$ describes that a given event $P$ should happen at least $K$ times within a specified scope condition.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.7 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes where $k=2$.

3.3.1.1.7 Sub-Set Existence Pattern

**Intent** To describe that a given sub set of n events $P1, P2, P3, .., Pn$ should happen within a specified scope condition. These events can occur in any order.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.8 gives the formulas of this pattern 2 out of 3 events $P1,P2, P3$ should happen.
Table 3.5 Recursive Exactly-K Existence Pattern for Global Scope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exactly_1(P)</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;P &amp; [] (P -&gt; X (][P))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exactly_2(P)</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;P &amp; (!P U (P &amp; X (Exactly_1(P))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exactly_N(P)</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;P &amp; (!P U (P &amp; X (Exactly_N-1(P))))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 Exactly-K Existence Pattern LTL Mapping where K=2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;P &amp; (!P U (P &amp; X&lt;&gt;P &amp; [] (P -&gt; X (][P])))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;R -&gt;&lt;&gt;(P&amp;R) &amp; (P &amp; X&lt;&gt;P &amp; [] (P -&gt; X (][P))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;Q -&gt; (!Q U(Q &amp; &lt;&gt;P &amp; (!P U (P &amp; X&lt;&gt;P &amp; [] (P -&gt; X (][P])))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[]((Q &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt;&lt;&gt;(P&amp;R) &amp; (P &amp; X&lt;&gt;P &amp; [] (P -&gt; X (][P]))))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1.1.8 Response Pattern

**Intent** This pattern describes the situation where a given event P should happen after a given event S within a specified scope condition.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.9 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes.
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#### Table 3.7 At-Least-K Existence Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>P U &lt;&gt;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;R -&gt; ((P &amp; !R) U &lt;&gt; (P &amp; !R))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;Q -&gt; (!Q U (Q &amp; (P U &lt;&gt; P)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[](Q -&gt; ((P &amp; !R) U &lt;&gt; (P &amp; !R)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3.8 Sub-Set Existence Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>((&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; &lt;&gt;P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;R -&gt; ((&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; &lt;&gt;P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>[](Q -&gt; [](&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; &lt;&gt;P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[](Q &amp; !R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt; (((&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; &lt;&gt;P2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.1.1.9 Precedence Pattern

**Intent** This pattern describes the situation where a given event $P$ should happen as a precondition for a second event $S$ to happen within a specified scope.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.10 gives the formulas of this pattern in different scopes.
Table 3.9 Response Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>[](P -&gt; &lt;&gt;S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;R -&gt; (P -&gt; (!R U (S &amp; !R))) U R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>[](Q -&gt; [](P -&gt; &lt;&gt;S))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[]((Q &amp; !R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt; (P -&gt; (!R U (S &amp; !R))) U R)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10 Precedence Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>!P U (S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;R -&gt; (!P U (S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>[]!Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>[]((Q &amp; !R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt; (!P U (S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1.1.10 Sequence of Events Pattern

**Intent** To describe a situation where two or more events \(P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n\) should happen within a scope condition in the same given order. This pattern can be considered as a general version of the response pattern but with two or more events.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.11 gives the formulas of this pattern where \(n = 3\) i.e. events P1, P2, P3 should occur in sequence.
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#### Table 3.11 Sequence of Events Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>![Globally](&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; (P1-&gt;&lt;&gt;P2) &amp; (P2-&gt;&lt;&gt;P3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>![Before R](&lt;&gt;R -&gt;([!(&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; !R) &amp; (P1-&gt;&lt;&gt;(P2&amp; !R)) &amp; (P2-&gt;&lt;&gt;(P3 &amp; !R))]))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>![After Q](&lt;&gt;Q -&gt;(!Q U (Q &amp; ( [](&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; (P1-&gt;&lt;&gt;P2) &amp; (P2-&gt;&lt;&gt;P3))))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>![Between Q and R]([]((Q &amp; &lt;&gt; R ) -&gt;([!(&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; !R) &amp; (P1-&gt;&lt;&gt;(P2&amp; !R)) &amp; (P2-&gt;&lt;&gt;(P3 &amp; !R))])))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.1.1.11 Set of Events Pattern

**Intent** To describe that a given set of n events \( P1, P2, P3, .., Pn \) should happen within a specified scope condition. These events can occur in any order.

**LTL Mapping** Table 3.12 gives the formulas of this pattern where \( n = 3 \) i.e. events \( P1, P2, P3 \) should occur.

#### Table 3.12 Set of Events Pattern LTL Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Condition</th>
<th>LTL Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>![Globally](&lt;&gt;P1 &amp; &lt;&gt;P2 &amp; &lt;&gt;P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before R</td>
<td>![Before R](&lt;&gt;R -&gt; ((P1 &amp; P2 &amp; P3) U R))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Q</td>
<td>![After Q](Q -&gt; []((P1 &amp; P2 &amp; P3)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Q and R</td>
<td>![Between Q and R](Q &amp; !R &amp; &lt;&gt;R) -&gt; ((P1 &amp; P2 &amp; P3) U R))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1.2 Timer Specification Patterns

Time is an important factor in describing message passing systems. Usually, these systems are time dependent in nature where events occur based on time. Taking this into consideration, time-based patterns in MPS were identified in this research. Konard and Cheng [63] proposed a list of real-time specification patterns that work with ranges in Figure 3.7. An extension of these patterns in addition to new patterns was proposed and identified in this work in different ranges. The proposed operation ranges of these patterns depend on either a relative time \( u \) or an absolute time \( t \). Relative time ranges can be described as follows: Exactly after \( u \) time units, anytime after \( u \) time units, anytime within \( u \) time units and anytime between the range \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) time units. Figure 3.8 shows these ranges. On the other hand, absolute time ranges include: Any future time, anytime no later than \( t \), anytime after \( t \), exactly at time \( t \) and anytime between \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \). Figure 3.9 shows these ranges. The identified time-based patterns are listed in the next subsections.

![Figure 3.8 Relative time Pattern Ranges](image-url)
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3.3.1.2.1 Duration Existence

The intent of this pattern is to describe that an event should happen and continue to be valid (at least or at most) for a specific period of time units $t$.

3.3.1.2.2 Cyclic Existence

This pattern describes the situation where an event should happen "every" specific period of time units $t$.

3.3.1.2.3 Timed Response

This pattern describes the situation where an event $P$ must be followed by an event $Q$ within a specified time frame $t$ i.e. $Q$ occurs within $t$ time units after $P$. 

![Figure 3.9 Absolute time Pattern Ranges](image-url)
3.3.1.2.4 Timed Existence

Indicate that an event $P$ exists within a specified period of time. This applies to all the variations of the Existence Pattern (bounded, subset, etc).

3.3.1.2.5 Response Duration

This pattern describes the situation where an event $P$ must be followed by an event $Q$ and $Q$ should hold valid for a specific period of $t$ time units.

3.3.1.3 Hierarchical Properties

Systems complexity is increasing from day to day. In order to facilitate modeling more complex system properties, a hierarchical approach is proposed such that a hierarchical property is built up from a set of simple properties or propositions using boolean operators or property patterns. Formally a hierarchical property is built as follows:

\[
\text{Property} \rightarrow \text{Hierarchical Expression}
\]

\[
\text{Hierarchical Expression} \rightarrow (\text{Expression Join}) \text{ Expression}
\]

\[
\text{Expression Join} \rightarrow \text{ and} \mid \text{ or}
\]

\[
\text{Expression} \rightarrow \text{ Atomic Proposition} \mid \text{ Expression Pattern}
\]

\[
\text{Expression Pattern} \rightarrow \text{ Unary Pattern} \mid \text{ Binary Pattern} \mid \text{ N-ary Pattern}
\]

\[
\text{Unary Pattern} \rightarrow \text{ Never} \mid \text{ Invariant} \mid \text{ Existence}
\]

\[
\text{Binary Pattern} \rightarrow \text{ Response} \mid \text{ Precedence}
\]
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N-ary_Pattern  ->  Sequence of Events | Set of Events | Sub Set of Events

3.3.1.4 Extracted Properties

To facilitate properties generation even more, a procedure to extract properties out of the design patterns was proposed. In this procedure, LTL expressions will be automatically extracted from the state machines at either the state level or the transition level. The extracted properties can be used as atomic expressions in building more advanced properties. Follows is a description of the proposed procedure at both state and transition levels.

State level: The state level can be divided to initial state and not-initial state levels:

• **Initial State:** For the initial state $s_0$ in a finite state machine, the following properties are extracted:

  - If $s_0$ has only one outgoing transition, then the input message $in\_msg$ of this transition should be received eventually to initiate the state machine, i.e.

    $<> (in\_msg)$

  - If $s_0$ has $n$ outgoing transitions (with or without predicates), then one of the input messages of these transitions should be eventually received. i.e.

    $<> (\forall_{i=0}^{n}(in\_msg [\land predicate]))$

  - If $s_0$ has $n$ outgoing transitions (with or without predicates), then always one
of these transitions should occur, i.e.

$$\Box (\forall i \geq 0 (\text{in}_i \land \text{predicate}) \rightarrow \langle \rangle (\forall j \geq 0 \text{out}_{i,j}))$$

- **Not-Initial State:** For any state $s_i$ other than the initial state, the following properties are extracted:

  - If a state $s_i$ has one incoming transition and $n$ output transitions, then the occurrence of the incoming transition should be eventually followed by one of the outgoing transitions. i.e.

    $$\Box (\text{incoming}_i \rightarrow (\forall i \geq 0 (\langle \rangle (\text{out}_{i, j} \land \text{outgoing}_i \land \text{predicate})) \rightarrow (\forall j \geq 0 \text{out}_{i,j})))$$

  - If the state has one or more outgoing transitions, then each transition input message should be followed by its corresponding output. i.e.

    $$\Box (\forall i \geq 0 (\langle \rangle (\text{out}_{i, j} \land \text{outgoing}_i \land \text{predicate})) \rightarrow (\forall j \geq 0 \text{out}_{i,j})))$$

  - If the state has one or more incoming and outgoing transitions, then the input messages of the incoming transitions should imply the firing of any output messages of the outgoing transitions. i.e.

    $$\Box (\forall i \geq 0 (\langle \rangle (\text{incoming}_i \land \text{incoming}_i)) \rightarrow$$
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\(<\rangle (\bigvee_{i=0}^{n}(\bigwedge_{j=0}^{m}(\text{outgoing\_out\_msg}_{i,j})))

- If the state \(s_i\) has one incoming transition and more than one outgoing transitions, then the input message of the incoming transition should be followed by one of the input messages of the outgoing transitions (with predicate if any).

**Transition level:** For any transition \(t\) in a state machine, the receiving of the input message \(\text{in\_msg}\) while the predicate is true (if any) should always imply the firing of all the \(n\) output messages \(\text{out\_msg}_{i}\), i.e. \(\Box((\text{in\_msg} \land \text{predicate}) \rightarrow <\rangle (\bigwedge_{i=0}^{n} \text{out\_msg}_{i}))\)

Applying the above rules to the simple reliable transfer protocol discussed in Section 3.2, the following eleven properties are extracted:

- \(\Box((\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a == e]) \rightarrow <\rangle (\text{ack2L}(b) \land \text{receive}(s))))\), i.e., Always any occurrence of \(\text{send2R}(s,a)\) AND \([a==e]\) implies \(\text{ack2L}(b)\) AND \(\text{receive}(s)\).

- \(\Box(\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a != e]) \rightarrow <\rangle \text{ack2L}(b)\), i.e, Always any occurrence of \(\text{send2R}(s,a)\) where \([a!=e]\) implies \(\text{ack2L}(b)\).

- \(\Box(\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a == e]) \rightarrow ( <\rangle (\text{ack2L}(b) \land \text{receive}(s)) \lor ((\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a != e]) \rightarrow ( <\rangle \text{ack2L}(b))))\)

- \(\Box((\text{send2R}(s,a) \lor \text{send2R}(s,a)) \rightarrow ( <\rangle ((\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a == e]) \lor (!\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a != e]))) \lor ((\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a == e]) \land (\text{send2R}(s,a) \land [a != e])))\))
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- □(send(d) → <> send2L(d,a)), i.e., Always any occurrence of send(d) implies send2L(d,a).

- □(ack2S(b) → <> send(d)), i.e., Always any occurrence of ack2S(b) implies send(d).

- □(send(d) → (<> ((ack2S(b) ∧ [a == b]) ∨ ((ack2S(b) ∧ [a != b])) ∨ ((ack2S(b) ∧ [a == b])) ∧ (ack2S(b) ∧ [a != b])))))

- □(ack2L(b) → <> ack2S(b)), i.e., Always any occurrence of ack2L(b) implies ack2S(b).

- □(send2L(d,a) → <> send2R(s,a)), i.e., Always any occurrence of send2L(d,a) implies send2R(s,a)

- □((ack2L(b) → (<> ack2S(b)))) ∨ (send2L(d,a) → <> send2R(s,a))

- □((ack2L(b) ∨ send2L(d,a)) → (<> ((ack2L(b) ∧ (!send2L(d,a)))) ∨ ((!ack2L(b)) ∧ send2L(d,a)))))

3.4 Model Generation and Verification

As stated earlier, in order to use model checking to verify the correctness of a system, a model of the system should be built in a formal language accepted by the model checker. As mentioned above, while model checking can be useful in validating systems, it is not a common practice [55]. Building models is not easy; it can take more time to write the model than it did to write the system’s code. Furthermore, it is easy to miss errors when checking the model rather than checking the code itself. To overcome these challenges, an
algorithm was designed to automatically generate a model that accurately represents the system (design and properties specification) in a language accepted by the model checker.

Model generation processes depends on the used model checker since each model checker has its own modeling language. Section 4.3 describes how to build a model in PROMELA language which is the formal language of SPIN model checker. Once the model is generated, the properties to be checked should be added to the model. After generating the model along with the properties, the model is validated using the model checker. The system properties such as the absence of deadlocks, non-progress cycles and un-executable code are also checked.

### 3.5 Code Generation

When the properties of the system are verified, a skeleton code of the design specifications can be generated in a general programming language. The method described in Section 3.2 to design a system facilitates this process such that each block in the structural design can be mapped to a unique node process while communication paths are mapped to network sockets which enable data transfer between nodes. The state machine of each block in the structural design is converted to the body of the node process. Different approaches are existing in literature to implement finite state machines. Two of these techniques will be discussed here.
**Nested Switch-Case:** The most common technique is by using nested switch-case. Even though this approach is easy to write, the complexity of the code increases rapidly as the size of the state machine increases. The following listing gives the generated code of the Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol discussed in Section 3.2.

**Listing 3.1 Nested-Switch Case**

```java
class Sender {
    enum State {wait_data, wait_ack, finished }
    enum Event {put, data_req, ack_ind};
    private State s;
    public Sender () { s = wait_data;}
    public boolean connect (...) {...}
    public void accept() {...}
    // define sockets
    void Transition (Event e) {
        switch (s) {
            // case wait_data:
            case put:
                // check the predicate
                // conduct the actions list
                // send any output messages to the
                next block
                s= wait_ack;
                break;
        }
    }
}
```

break;

case wait_ack:

    switch (e) {

        case ack_ind:

            // check the predicate
            // conduct the actions list
            // send any output messages to the
            next block

            s=finished;

            break;

        case timer_expire:

            // check the predicate
            // conduct the actions list
            // send any output messages to the
            next block

            s=wait_ack;

            break;  }

        break;

    case finished:

        // any actions required

        break;

    } } }
**State Design pattern:** State design pattern is one of the behavioral patterns discussed in [64]. This pattern can be used to implement a finite state machine since an object can change its state based on some events. Figure 3.10 shows the structure of state pattern. Follows is the State Design Pattern code which is adapted in this tool for the Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol Sender process.

![Figure 3.10 State Design Pattern Structure [64]](image)

**Listing 3.2 State Design Pattern generated code**

abstract class abstractState {
    public virtual void PUT(Sender s, byte d) { }
    public virtual void DATAREQ (Sender s, byte d, bool a) { }
    public virtual void ACKIND (Sender s, bool b) { }
    public void GOTO(Sender s, abstractState des) {
        s.ChangeState(des); }
};

public class WaitData: abstractState {

public override void PUT(Sender s, byte d) {
    // start the timer
    GOTO(s, new WaitAck()); }
}

public class WaitAck: abstractState {
    public override void ACKIND(Sender s, bool b) {
        if (a != b) {
            // start the timer
            GOTO(s, new WaitAck());
        }
        if (a == b) {
            a = !a;
            // reset the timer
            GOTO(s, new WaitData());
        }
    }
}

public class Finished: abstractState {...}

public class Sender {
    abstractState state;
    public Sender() { state = new WaitAck(); }
    public void PUT(byte d) { state.PUT(this, d); }
    public void DATAREQ (byte d, bool a) { state.DATAREQ(this, d, a); }
    public void ACKIND(bool b) { state.ACKIND(this, b); }
    public void ChangeState(abstractStateSender s) { state = s; }
}
3.6 Debugging

Debugging is a process of discovering any bugs that may reside in a software system to make it behaves as expected. Different approaches are used to simplify debugging software systems which can be based either on a comparison of different executions of the system or interactions with the user. In Comparative debuggers a comparison of several runs of the same program is conducted by analyzing the traces collected in the course of the execution. Interactive debuggers provide an interaction between the user and the debugger in any stage of the execution of the application by setting break points, step-by-step execution and displaying values of particular variables. These type of debuggers are not able to provide a high-level picture of the current state of the multi-process application, visualize the interactions between processes or link the implementation code to the original design.

In this framework a step forward in debugging multi-process applications is proposed. Starting from the design phase, a break point can be inserted at any transition in the behavioral description of the system. These break points are reflected in the code generation phase by adding a breakpoint in the corresponding code. During the execution of the code at the debugging mode, if a process stops at one of the breakpoints, the ability to link this break point to its corresponding source in the design is provided. This integration of the state behavioral diagram and the debuggers allow the developer to get a high level picture of the system while debugging and trace the interactions between the processes. More details and examples about this will be shown in Chapter 4.
3.7 Summary

A multi-phase approach for developing, verifying and debugging message passing systems is described in this chapter. The target system is described using a two-level design approach: abstract communication blocks level and hierarchical state-behavioral specification level. A procedure to automatically generate formal models in a MC language is proposed. On the other hand, a new method based on choosing from a pre-determined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed to facilitate collecting the essential specifications of the system. Once the model and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. In case of any inconsistencies found, the error source will be automatically localized using an algorithm that was developed for this purpose. A skeleton code of the system that includes the correct design specifications is generated in a general programming language i.e. Microsoft C#, Java, etc., moreover, the ability to debug the code using a conventional IDE while tracing the debugging process back to the original design was established.

In order to use the proposed approach to design and verify a system, the communication between the components of the system, i.e. processes or threads, should only be done through passing messages not through shared memory. Moreover, the behavior of the system components should be described as a finite state machine.
Chapter 4

MPS Verification and Debugging Tool

This chapter introduces a software tool developed to support the proposed framework. The tool was implemented in Microsoft Visual C# and includes the design, verification, implementation and debugging phases. A Java version is also under development. The proposed framework is general such that any model checker can be applied as a verification engine. In the developed tool, the model checker of choice is SPIN [13]. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation that summarizes the structure of the proposed tool.

The ideal tool for verifying multi-process systems should be easy to use such that it does not require previous knowledge of mathematical details of formal verification and model checking but on the other hand it should be powerful and flexible in finding undesired properties of the system. The tool parts are described in the following sections.
4.1 Model Designer

The tool has a main window which allows the user to start building the high-level block and state-behavioral design of the system. Figure 4.2 shows the window to edit the high-level block model. The diagram shows the structural design of the simple reliable transfer protocol described before. To the top, the tools to add blocks and communication channels between these blocks are given. To the right, a display of the systems properties that will be added later is shown (Section 4.2)

Each block should have a unique name and can be connected to one or more blocks via communication channels. Each channel should have a name and a list of messages with
Figure 4.2 High-Level Block diagram of the simple reliable transfer protocol

parameters that this channel can pass. These massages can be added using the form in Figure 4.3.

Each block has a state behavioral model which can be displayed by a double click on the block shape. Figure 4.4 shows the behavioral model of block Sender. To the top, the tools to add states and state transitions are placed. In some cases, local variables should be added to the state diagram to complete the required functionality. For example, in the simple Reliable Transfer Protocol, a counter is added to the sender state diagram to keep track of the number of the conducted trials for sending a data bucket. Figure 4.5 shows the form used to add a local variable.
Each state should have a unique name and can have one or more state transitions. Each transition can have input event, predicate, list of actions and list of output events. Figure 4.6 shows the form used to update a state transition.

**End state:** while designing the state-behavior of the system, the user should specify the control state that can be accepted as a valid termination point. In the verification phase, if the system terminates at a state that is not labeled as an end state, an error will be reported.
4.2 Property Editor

Another part of the tool is the Property Editor which allows the user to edit the specification properties of the system. As stated earlier, the temporal logic used by SPIN is Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Writing correct LTL expressions is not an easy task [35, 65]. Two modes in writing user defined properties are introduced in this tool: Not-Expert mode and Expert mode. In the not-Expert mode the hierarchical pattern-based technique discussed in Chapter 3 is used to help in writing the LTL properties. Figure 4.7 shows the form to write an LTL using patterns. The user can choose the required pattern and scope form a drop-down list. For each chosen pattern and scope, an LTL formula will be displayed to...
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The user in addition to the required atomic proposition that should be filled. These atomic propositions can be chosen from other drop-down lists of all the basic events in the behavioral models and automatic extracted properties as in Section 3.3.1.4. Based on the built property, the tool will give help in the meaning of the selected property.

The hierarchical property is built up from a set of simple properties, a boolean operator and a specification pattern. These hierarchical properties can be built using the form in Figure 4.8.

The Expert mode allows the user to write the property in LTL from scratch. This requires a background in temporal logic. A syntax check is conducted in the final formula to report
any invalid token or any error in parsing the formula.

### 4.3 Model Generation

Once the design of the system and its properties are determined, the tool will generate a PROMELA model that will be given to SPIN for verification. Using the method described in chapter 3 to design a message passing system, PROMELA code can be generated automatically from the design since the semantics of the modeling approach are closely related to the semantics of PROMELA language. Each high-level block is translated to a process in PROMELA such that the process describes the behavior of the block. The mapping from the block and state-behavioral design of the system to PROMELA is done using the following rules:

- High-Level Block Design
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**Figure 4.7** Property Using Patterns Form

- Block $\rightarrow$ PROMELA Process

- Block Communication Path $\rightarrow$ PROMELA Channel

- Message $\rightarrow$ constant in PROMELA

• State-Behavioral Design

- Block DV-CEFSM $\rightarrow$ PROMELA Process Body

- State $\rightarrow$ Label

- Message Exchange $\rightarrow$ PROMELA send(?) and receive(!)
4.3.1 Translation Steps

The formal approach of translating the design of the system to PROMELA made it possible to implement a module to generate PROMELA code automatically. Let S is the presentation of the target system and PModel is the PROMELA model of the generation, the following are the steps to generate PModel from S:

- State Transition → goto statement
- Predicate → statement guard
- Message Parameters → process local variables
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Step 1: If any block of the system has a hierarchical CEFSM, use the method described in Section 3.2.4 to flatten the machine.

Step 2: Globally, define a symbolic name for each message in all the communication channels at the system $S$ using the $mtype$ keyword. For example, the following statement declare symbolic names for the messages $msg1()$, $mg2(...)$, $mg3(...)$

$$mtype = \{msg1, msg2, msg3\}$$

Step 3: For each communication channel in $S$, define a PROMELA channel that can store messages of type $mtype$ and the communication channel messages parameters type. For example, if there is a channel $chan1$ between $Block1$ and $Block2$ that can pass the messages $\{msg1(\text{byte d}), \text{msg2 (bit a)}\}$, this channel will be defined as

$$\text{chan chan1 = [0] of } \{mtype, \text{byte, bit}\}$$

Step 4: For each block $B$ in the System $S$, add the process $\text{proctype active } B() \{\ldots\}$ to the PModel, where $B$ is the name of the block. For example, let the $S$ contains the blocks $\text{Block1}$, $\text{Block2}$, $\text{Block3}$, then the PModel should contain the following statements:

$$\text{proctype active Block1() \{\ldots\}}$$

$$\text{proctype active Block2() \{\ldots\}}$$

$$\text{proctype active Block3() \{\ldots\}}$$
In PROMELA, the keyword *active* is used to indicate that a process is required to run immediately once the PROMELA program starts.

**Step 5:** For each process p, define the parameters of the corresponding block. These parameters include the arguments of the incoming and outgoing messages of the block and any local variables added by the user during the design phase.

**Step 6:** For each state in the block state machine, write the name of the state as a label in PModel. In PROMELA the syntax of the label is `Label_Name:`. The **end** prefix should be added to the beginning of the initial and end states labels.

**Step 7:** For each state in the block state machine, group the outgoing transitions of this state based on the incoming message in each transition as follows:

- One outgoing transition without predicate : in this case write the following

  ```promelastyle
  channelName?incoming_message ->
  assertions // if any
  list of actions // if any
  list of outgoing messages with their corresponding channels i.e.
  channelName!outcoming_message // if any
  ```

  In Promela, the symbol "?" means receive a message through a specific channel while the symbol "!" means send a message through a specific channel. If this operation is atomic ,i.e. t=true, the *atomic {...}* keyword is added around the transition code.
• More than one outgoing transitions: if a state has more than one outgoing transitions, group these transitions based on the incoming message. The corresponding PROMELA code is:

```promela
if
    :: group1
    :: group2
    ...
fi;
```

Here `group_i` presents the outgoing transitions with the same incoming message and different predicates, the following is the code of `group_i` where the symbol `::` is used to indicate the nondeterminacy of events :

```promela
channelName?incoming_message ->
if
    :: predicate1
    assertions // if any
    list of actions // if any
    list of outgoing messages with their corresponding channels i.e. channelName!outcoming_message // if any
    :: predicate2
    assertions // if any
    list of actions // if any
```
list of outgoing messages with their corresponding channels i.e. channelName!outcoming_message // if any
...
fi;

4.3.2 Timers in PROMELA

Timer is an important component in modeling most of Message Passing systems. In MPS, a message may be received later than expected or not received at all. A timer is defined as a component that is assigned a specific value such that the timer will generate a special expiration signal when that value exceeded [57]. There are two operations related to the timer, \textit{set(v)} and \textit{reset()}. While, the \textit{set(v)} assigns the value \( v \) to the timer and starts the timer, the \textit{reset()} operation stops the timer. Timer is used in the example of the simple reliable transfer protocol that was discussed in Section 3.2. In that example, to avoid infinite waiting for an acknowledgment \( ACK \) from the receiver \( B \), the sender \( A \) starts a timer each time it sends a message \( d \) to \( B \) such that if this timer expires before an \( ACK \) is received, \( A \) will resend the message. Node \( A \) will try to send a message frame \( N \) times.

Timer should be translated to PROMELA in order to use SPIN in the verification process. PROMELA language does not support timers and timers operations directly [13]. PROMELA has a "timeout" statement which is used to test for a deadlock in the system and has no relations to timer expiration. An abstraction of a timer is proposed in [66] where a timer is modeled as a boolean variable. In that abstraction, setting the timer is conducted
by assigning true value to the variable, while resetting the timer is conducted by assigning its value to false. The generation of the expiration signal is abstracted by testing the value of the timer. Having a true value at the time of testing means that the timer was set before and it is expired at this moment. The following PROMELA code shows the modeling of a timer $T$:

```plaintext
bool T = false; /*Declare the timer*/
T = true; /* see the timer to value v i.e. set(v)*/
T = false; /*reset the timer i.e. reset()*/
(T == true) /*test timer expiration*/
```

The above example can be modeled in PROMELA as follows, assuming that A and B are connected through channel ch:

```plaintext
/*the Sender A*/

bool T = false;
ch!d;
T = true;
if
:: ch?ack;
   T = false;
:: (T == true) ->
   code to handle the timer expiration
```
In the developed tool, dealing with timers as discussed above is hidden from the user. Figure 4.9 shows the form that is used to add timers to the design.

![Form to add timers](image)

**Figure 4.9** Form to add timers
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4.3.3 LTL Properties in PROMELA

In order to verify the properties of the system using SPIN, these properties should be expressed in LTL as described in Section 2.1.3. These LTL expressions should be converted to a never claim in PROMELA which is just another process that is executed in lock-step where a step from the never claim process executes after each step from the system. For example, going back to the Simple Reliable Transfer protocol described in Section 3.2, let $P$ be the property that the sender block eventually received the message $send$ form the upper block and this message should be followed by sending the message $send2L$ to the lower block. This property can be expressed in LTL as $(<> p \land [] (p \rightarrow <> q))$ where $q$ is the event that $send$ is received and $q$ is the event that $send2L$ is sent. The corresponding never claim for this property is generated using SPIN with the `-f` option for the negation of the property. Following is an example of a never process code:

```plaintext
never { /* !(<>p && []((p-><>q)) */

T0_init:

if

:: (! ((p)))    -> goto accept_S2
:: (! ((q)) && (p))    -> goto accept_S8
:: (1)    -> goto T0_S5
fi;

accept_S2:
```

In PROMELA model, in order to define $p$ and $q$ in the above example, remote reference labels [13] are introduced where a label is added right after the occurrence of the corresponding event and the reachability of this label is checked. For example, for the above property $P$ in the Simple Reliable Transfer protocol, two labels are added to PROMELA code in the Sender process. The first label $label_1$ is added right after the statement of receiving the $send$ message through the $UTOS$ channel while the second label $label_2$ is added after sending the message $send2L$ through the $STOL$ channel. The following code shows these labels:
if
:: UTOS?send(d) ->
label_1:   /* added label for verification */
    /* do some operations */
    STOL!send2L(d,a);
label_2:   /* added label for verification */
    goto wait;
fi;

The following statements are adding to the beginning of the PROMELA code to define \( p \) and \( q \) where \( Sender \) is the name of the sender process.

```plaintext
# define p Sender@label_1
# define q Sender@label_2
```

In the developed tool, the above process of generating the never claim, adding the verification labels and adding the parameters definitions are done automatically without any interaction from the user. Once the user chooses a property to verify, the LTL expression is converted to never claim and added to the PROMELA model along with the required definitions.
4.3.4 Correctness of the PROMELA Model Generation

To justify the correctness of the translation steps discussed in Section 4.3.1 to generate a PROMELA model from the design of a system, the completeness of the translation and the consistency between the two models are discussed in this section.

4.3.4.1 Completeness

The translation process from the description of a system to a PROMELA model is complete if there is a corresponding mapping for all the elements in the design to PROMELA language.

**Lemma 1.** Let $S = (B, Ch, G)$ is the description of the target system, and $PModel$ is the translated PROMELA mode where $B$ is a set of all the high-level blocks in the system $S$, $Ch$ is a set of all the communication channels in the system and their messages and $G$ is a set of global variables of all the blocks in the system and their initial values. The translation is complete if the elements $B, Ch, G$ are correctly mapped to PROMELA.

**Proof.** Steps (2-4) in Section 4.3.1 cover all the elements in $S$, i.e., $\forall ch \in Ch$ a channel is created in step 3 using `chan` keyword, $\forall b \in B$ a process `proctype b()` is created in Step 4 and for each message in $S$ a symbolic name is globally defined using the `mtype` keyword in Step 2.

**Lemma 2.** Given a block $b$ in $S$ and its corresponding process `proctype b()` in $PModel$, the
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translation of $b$ is complete if all the elements of the DV-CEFSM of $b$ are properly mapped to PROMELA in $PModel$.

Proof. The DV-CEFSM of a block $b$ is defined as $(S, s_0, M, f, V, s_{end}, a)$. Steps (5-7) in Section 4.3.1 cover all the elements in DV-CEFSM. In Step 5, the parameters $M$ of the DV-CEFSM are added to PModel. In Step 6, each state name is converted to a label in PModel in addition to the end prefix added to the beginning of the initial state $s_0$. In Step 7, the parameters $\{s, s_e, i, p, a, o, d, t, b\}$ of each outgoing transition of a state are mapped to PROMELA such that an incoming message $i$ is translated to receive (!), a predicate $p$ is translated to a statement guard and outgoing messages $o$ are translated to send (?). If this operation is atomic, i.e. $t=true$, the atomic {...} keyword is added around the transition code.

Lemma 3. Let $S$ is the description of the target system and $PModel$ is the translated PROMELA model. The translation is complete if $\forall b \in B$, there exists a process proctype $b(\ ) [...\ )$ in $PModel$ such that, $b(\ )$ covers the syntactic and static semantics of $b$.

Proof. From Lemma 2, the translation rules can be applied to all the blocks in $S$. Therefor, $PModel$ is a complete translation of $S$.

4.3.4.2 Consistency

The description of a system $S$ is consistence with its corresponding PROMELA model PModel if every execution path in $S$ has a corresponding path in PModel.
Lemma 4. Given a System S and a Promela model PModel, the two models are consistence if the initial behavior of both models are the same.

Proof. For each block b in S, the only initial executable instruction in the corresponding PModel process is one of the following: (i) if the initial state of the block has no incoming input message then the sending of the output message is executable, (ii) if the initial state of the black has an incoming input message then the block has to waits for receiving of this message.

4.4 Verification

Once the user is done building the system and its required properties, SPIN can be used to model check the system. Assuming that SPIN is already installed in the machine, the user should generate PROMELA code using a button in the top bar and specify the path to save the created file. Verifying the model can be done using a "verify" button which will run SPIN model checker on the created PROMELA file. To run SPIN as a verifier, the following three commands should be given to SPIN:

```
spin -a PROMELA_file_Name

gcc -o pan [Compile-time options] pan.c

pan [Run-time options]
```

In the developed tool, two types of properties can be verified. The first type is a group of predefined built-in properties in SPIN such as checking deadlock existence. The second
type is user defined properties which depend on the application. The next two subsections explain these types in more details.

### 4.4.1 User specific LTL Properties

To check a specific user defined property, the user can right click on that property in the properties panel and choose verify. The result of the verification will be displayed in a message box. The compile-time options used with this property are `-w -D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=1024 -DXUSAFE -DNOFAIR` while the run-time options are `-v -X -m10000 -w19 -a -n -c1`.

### 4.4.2 Built-in Properties

Following is a list of predefined properties that can be checked using SPIN along with the compile-time and run-time options required to conduct a specific property:

- **Assertion Violation**: While design a system the user can specify some assertions to be checked during the verification phase. If any assertion is violated SPIN reports this problem. The compile-time options used with this property are `-w -D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=1024 -DSAFE -DNOCLAIM -DXUSAFE -DNOFAIR` while the run-time options are `-v -X -m10000 -w19 -E -n -c1`.

- **Dead lock (invalid end state)**: If a PROMELA process blocked at a state that its label does not start with the ’end’ prefix, SPIN reports an invalid end state problem which leads to a deadlock. The compile-time options used with this property are
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-w -D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=1024 -DSAFETY -DNOCLAIM -DXUSAFE -DNOFAIR while the run-time options are -v -X -m10000 -w19 -A -n -c1.

• **Acceptance Cycle:** During the verification, if SPIN finds a cycle that infinitely often visits a state which is labeled as acceptance state, an acceptance cycle problem will be reported. The compile-time options used with this property are -w -D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=1024 -DNOCLAIM -DXUSAFE -DNOFAIR while the run-time options are -v -X -m10000 -w19 -a -n -c1.

• **Non-Progress Cycle:** During the verification, if SPIN finds a cycle that does not infinitely often visit a state which is labeled as progress state, an Non-Progress cycle problem will be reported. The compile-time options used with this property are -w -D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=1024 -DNP -DNOCLAIM -DXUSAFE -DNOFAIR while the run-time options are -v -X -m10000 -w19 -l -n -c1.

Figure 4.10 shows the form used to choose the required property to check. Using the developed tool, running SPIN verifier is conducted in the background and does not need any user interaction. Once the user chooses a property to check, the tool generates the required commands along with the appropriate parameters and passes these commands to SPIN. The verification output of SPIN looks like the following:

(Spin Version x.x )

+ Partial Order Reduction
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Figure 4.10 Verification Options

Full statespace search for:

- never-claim - (none specified)
- assertion violations +
- acceptance cycles - (not selected)
- invalid endstates +

State-vector x byte, depth reached x, errors: x

- x states, stored
- x states, matched
- x transitions (= stored+matched)
- x atomic steps
- x memory usage (Mbyte)
This output is parsed and a message box will appear to show the results of verification which can be one of the following: Syntax Error in the model, Acceptance Cycle, Assertion Violation, Invalid End State (deadlock), Unknown Verification Error or no errors.

4.5 Error Localization

During the verification process, if the model does not satisfy a specific property then SPIN creates a trial file that contains a counter example that leads to the problem. In most cases, this trail file is hard to explore and understand. The following code is a segment of a trail file generated by SPIN for a dead lock property in the Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol discussed in Section 3.2.

4: proc 2 (Receiver) SRTP.pml:102 Sent ack2L,0 -> queue 1 (RTOL)
5: proc 3 (Lower) SRTP.pml:122 Recv ack2L,0 <- queue 1 (RTOL)
7: proc 2 (Receiver) SRTP.pml:103 Sent receive,0 -> queue 2 (RTOU)
8: proc 0 (Upper) SRTP.pml:21 Recv receive,0 <- queue 2 (RTOU)
...

Each statement in the above code include process id, process name, the name of the trail file, the number of the line, the received or sent message name, the parameters of the message and the channel name.

Different graphical tools have been developed to facilitate the studying of trial files. iSpin [13] is a tool developed by the creator of SPIN to be used as a graphical interface to SPIN.
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iSpin, earlier called xSpin, is written in tcl/tk and convert the trail file to Message Sequence Chart (MSC) to display messages in the trail scenario. St2msc [67] is similar to iSpin but with additional functionalities such as merging processes in the MSC to easily understand the chart.

In this research a step forward was taken to help in interpreting the counter example which is created by SPIN. A Message Sequence Chart (MSC) is generated with a user interaction ability that allows the user to choose a message in the MSC to show its contents and to map this message to the original design diagram. This module is called the error localization module. The error localization module consists of a parser, user interface and a connector. The parser reads the trail file and identifies the processes and the messages types. The user interface graphically draws the message sequence chart and the connector connects the MSC to the original behavioral design (state machines). Moreover, an animation of the counter example in the original behavioral design is also implemented. This animation allows the user to go from one transition to another in the counter example. Figure 4.11 shows the trail MSC generated for a deadlock in the Simple Reliable Transfer Protocol discussed in Section 3.2.

The figure shows four processes with messages interactions between these processes that lead to a deadlock. Choosing any one of these messages will display the source, destination, channel name and the contents of the message. Drawing the MSC can be done either step by step or at once.
To help in locating the source of the problem, a further step is conducted by linking the message sequence chart of the counter example to the original design. Choosing a message in the MSC allows the user to display the same message in either its source or its destination state diagram such that the corresponding state transition will be displayed in red color. Figure 4.12 shows an example where the transition that contains the `send(byte d)` message is marked. Moreover, an animation of the counter example can be run in the behavioral design.
4.6 Code Generation

In the developed tool, a module to generate C# code for the system design is built. This module uses the state design pattern discussed in Section 3.5. A single file will be generated for each block in the system. If a transition in the design has a break point, the corresponding generated code of this transition will be proceeded by the following statement to allow a break during the execution in the debugging mode.

```csharp
#if DEBUG
#endif
```
4.7 Debugging

Conventional IDE debuggers give the developer the ability to monitor the execution of a software system and set break points at specific points in the code to pause the execution at these points. These debuggers are useful in debugging single process application but provide no special help for systems with more than one process. In the developed tool a further step is taken to help the developer benefit from the proposed verification approach through the debuggers. Figure 4.13 shows an example of a transition with a break point such that when a system pauses at the corresponding code of the transition, the code will be linked to the break point in the diagram. In this way the user can benefit from the conventional debugger, e.g. Visual studio debugger, in monitoring the values of the local variables of the process and benefit from the tool in linking the code to the original design in order to give a high level picture of the system execution.

4.8 Summary

This chapter presented a graphical software tool that supports the proposed approach in Chapter 3. The tool, which was developed in Microsoft C#, includes the following phases: system design, description of the properties, model generation, verification, code generation, error localization and debugging. SPIN model checker used as the verification engine.
Figure 4.13 Inserting a break point to a state transition in the design
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Case Study

As a case study, the connection establishment phase of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) will be verified using the proposed approach.

5.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most broadly used transport protocol in the Internet. It guarantees a reliable data transfer between machines such that data will be delivered in order without duplication or loss. TCP was described using message sequence diagram and finite state machine [68]. Many modifications and improvements have been conducted in the protocol over years [69–75]. TCP has a connection management protocol for establishing and terminating the connections along with data transfer protocol for reliable data transfer. This research will focus on the modeling and verification of the
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Connection management protocol in order to verify its correctness.

5.1.1 TCP connection management

In TCP, before data can be sent between any two machines, a connection between these machines needs to be set up by exchanging special messages. TCP connection is full duplex i.e. data can flow in both direction concurrently and independently. After finishing sending data TCP machines close the connection and release resources. The procedures of establishing and closing the connection are called TCP connection management.

Connection Establishment

Assume a process running in one machine A wants to start a connection with a process running in another machine B. A’s application process should first inform the A’s TCP that it wants to start a connection with a process in machine B. The TCP in machine A proceeds to establish a TCP connection with the TCP in machine B following these steps [76]:

1. A’s TCP sends a special initial TCP segment to B’s TCP. This segment has the SYN bit of the flag segment header set to 1 and has a random initial sequence number A_ISN.

2. Assuming B’s TCP receives the segment from A, B allocates the required TCP buffers and variables to the connection and sends a TCP segment to A which has the SYN bit set to 1, the acknowledgment field set to A_ISN+1 and a random se-
lected initial sequence number for B i.e. B_ISN. This segment is called SYNACK segment.

3. Upon receiving the SYNACK segment, A also allocates buffers and variables for the connection and then sends a segment to B that has the SYN bit set to 0, sequence number equals A_ISN+1 and acknowledgment number equals B_ISN+1.

Once these three steps are conducted, the connection is established between the two machines and they can send segments containing data to each other. Since three segments are sent between the two machines to establish the connection, this process is often referred to as three-way handshaking [76]. Figure 5.1 shows this process. This way of establishing the connection is called client-server connection, since one machine initiates the connection(client) and the other responses (server). Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the state diagram of TCP Server and Client respectively.

![Figure 5.1 TCP three-way handshaking [76]](image-url)
TCP allows both sides to start a connection simultaneously. In this case each machine sends a SYN segment to the other side and enters SYN_SENT state. Upon receiving the SYN message, each machine responds with SYNA CK message and goes to SYN_RCVD state. After receiving SYNA CK from the other machine, each side will go to ESTABLISHED indicating the connection is now set up. Figure 5.4 shows this connection.

During the life of a TCP connection, the TCP protocol running in each machine makes
transitions between several TCP states. Figure 5.5 shows the state machine of the TCP. Please note that this diagram is only a summary of the TCP transitions and is not the total specification of the TCP [68].

5.1.2 Modeling TCP

In this case study, only the client-server connection approach of the TCP three-way handshaking will be considered. A model of the TCP will be built using the structural and behavioral design described in Section 3.2.

5.1.2.1 TCP Structural Design

TCP has two peer TCP entities communicating via a lossy channel and interacting with their application processes. Client and Server structural blocks are required to communicate with each other. To simulate the lossy channel, a Lower block is required which receives from Client and sends to Server and vice versa. An Upper block is required to
generate the user calls to both Client and Server. Figure 5.6 illustrates the system.

Using the tool, each one of these blocks are added to the structural diagram, and channels between these blocks are added to specify the type of connection messages that can be sent between any two blocks. For example, in both the channels Upper2Client and Upper2Server, the messages that can be sent are: ActiveOpen, PassiveOpen and Close. While
in the channels Client2Lower, Server2Lower, Lower2Client and Lower2Server, the message TCP (bit SYN, bit ACK, byte seqnum, byte acknum) can be sent. Figure 5.7 shows the structural diagram built using the tool.

5.1.2.2 TCP Behavioral Design

After the Structural design is done, the behavior of each block was described as DV-CEFSM (Section 3.2.2). Figure 5.8 shows the state diagram of the Client block of the TCP 3-way handshaking protocol built using the tool.

5.1.3 PROMELA Model Generation

The PROMELA model of TCP is generated automatically using the tool. The PROMELA model has four processes (one for each block). The full model code is given in appendix A.
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5.1.4 Verification

As SPIN is built in the tool, it can be used to validate the TCP model. TCP has some correctness requirements that should be checked in the verification process. Each one of these properties is described below along with its pattern and LTL formalization as discussed in chapter 3:

1. Deadlock Free: the model should be free of deadlock. This property is verified using by SPIN by checking that all PROMELA processes terminate at an end state.

2. No unexecutable code
3. The Client should eventually receive ActiveOpen request, checking this property is important since it is required to start the three-way handshaking process. This property can be formalized using the global existence pattern (Section 3.3.1.1.3) and the LTL expression for this is: \( <> (P) \) where P represents the reception of message ActiveOpen.

4. The Server should eventually receive PassiveOpen request. Same as previous property, checking this property is important since it is required to start the three-way handshaking. The LTL expression for this is: \( <> (P) \) where P represents the reception of message PassiveOpen.
5. The connection should eventually be established. This means that Client and Server should eventually enter the ESTABLISHED state. The LTL expression for this is:
\[ <> (P \land Q) \]
where P represents Client in ESTABLISHED state and Q represents Server in the ESTABLISHED state.

The TCP model as built in Section 5.1.2 in free of deadlocks and cycles and all the model code is executed. Both property 4 and 5 are proven to be true. Property 6 (the establishment of the connection) is not proven to be true. SPIN generates an error trace which shows that the SYN message sent from the Client is lost at the lower layer repeatedly without any progress. One solution to solve this problem is to limit the number of trials of resending the messages. So, when a message is lost consecutively for more than a specific number, the sender gives up and the communication process stops.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This dissertation has addressed the problem of designing, verifying and debugging state based message passing systems (MPS). It is well recognized that the development of these types of applications is an error-prone process. The target system is modeled using an abstract communication blocks and hierarchical Designed for-Verification extended finite state machine (HDV-EFSM) that was developed in this research. A procedure to automatically generate formal models in a MC language is proposed. To simplify writing the required properties of the system, a new method based on choosing from a pre-determined set of patterns in concurrent communication properties is proposed. Once the model and the properties of the system are generated, a model checker is used to verify the correctness of the proposed system and ensure its compliance with specifications. In case of any inconsistencies found, the error source will be automatically localized using an algorithm
that was developed for this purpose. A skeleton code of the system that includes the correct
design specifications is generated in a general programming language i.e. Microsoft C#, Java, etc., moreover, the ability to debug the code using a conventional IDE while tracing
the debugging process back to the original design was established. The framework was
applied in the form of a software tool and successfully implemented in several case stud-
ies. The proposed framework and the developed software tool can be considered as a key
solution for message passing systems design and verification. Using this research results,
the techniques and design principles of the proposed framework contribute strongly toward
a better development experience through providing an easy, cost effective, and comprehen-
sive method that filled the existing gap between MC and IDE and will enable efficient and
effective MPS design, verification and debugging than before.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this research can be summarized in the following:

- A comprehensive framework to help in design, verify, implement and debug message
  passing systems.

- A multi-level graphical approach to design state-based message passing systems.

- A Hierarchical Designed-for-Verification extended finite state machine (HDV-EFSM)
  to assist in designing complex systems with too many states.

- A set of hierarchical event-based and time-based patterns, identified in this research
and gathered from literature, for concurrent properties is proposed along with a mapping between these patterns to linear temporal logic (LTL).

- A tool environment to support the proposed approach where SPIN model checker was used as a verification engine along with a formal approach for translating the design system to PROMELA language (the input of SPIN) and to a general programming language e.g., C# or Java.

- A procedure to integrate an IDE to the developed tool during the debugging mode and switch between the graphical system design and its code implementation.

### 6.2 Future Work

As the size and complexity of software systems increase, a need for tools to help in design and verify such systems increases. This research proposed a framework in this direction. Following are some ideas to extend this work.

- Incorporate other model checkers, such as Blast [11] and Chess [12] to the developed tool.

- Make any changes in the generated code reflected to the corresponding graphical design.

- Extend available Development Environments (IDEs), e.g., Visual Studio and Eclipse, by incorporating the developed tool as add-in.

- Apply the proposed framework to other case studies.
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Appendix A

PROMELA Code

#define BUFSIZE 0
#define TIMER bool

mtype = {ActiveOpen, CloseClient, PassiveOpen, CloseServer, C2LTCP, L2CTCP, S2LTCP, S2STCP};

chan Upper2Client = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype};
chan Upper2Server = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype};
chan Client2Lower = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype, bit, bit, byte, byte};
chan Lower2Client = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype, bit, bit, byte, byte};
chan Server2Lower = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype, bit, bit, byte, byte};
chan Lower2Server = [BUFSIZE] of {mtype, bit, bit, byte, byte};

active proctype Upper ()
{
    Start:
    end:

    if
      ::Upper2Client!ActiveOpen;
      ::Upper2Server!PassiveOpen;
      ::Upper2Client!CloseClient;
    
    end:

}
::Upper2Server!CloseServer;
fi;
label_0:
label_1:
    goto Start;
}
active proctype Client ()
{
    TIMER T1=0;
    byte Client_seqnum=0;
    byte Server_seqnum=0;
    bit SYN;
    bit ACK;
    byte seqnum;
    byte acknum;

    Closed:
end:
    Upper2Client?ActiveOpen ->
label_2:
    ACK=0;
    SYN=1;
    seqnum=Client_seqnum;
    T1=1;
    Client2Lower!C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_3:
    goto SYN_SENT;

SYN_SENT:
    if
        ::Upper2Client?CloseClient ->
label_4:
    label_5:
        goto Closed;

        ::T1->
label_6:
    ACK=0;
    SYN=1;
    seqnum=Client_seqnum;
    T1=0;
Client2Lower!C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_7:

goto SYN_SENT;

::Lower2Client?L2CTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
if
  :: acknum==Client_seqnum+1 && SYN==1 && ACK==1 ->
label_8:

  ACK=1;
  SYN=0;
  Server_seqnum=seqnum;
  Client_seqnum=Client_seqnum+1;
  seqnum=Client_seqnum;
  acknum=Server_seqnum+1;
  Client2Lower!C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_9:

goto endCEstablished;

:: acknum!=Client_seqnum ->

label_10:

label_11:

goto SYN_SENT;

fi;

fi;

endCEstablished:

  Lower2Client?L2CTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
  if
    :: ACK==1 && SYN==1 && acknum==Client_seqnum-1 ->
label_12:

    ACK=1;
    Server_seqnum=seqnum;
    seqnum=Client_seqnum;
    acknum=Server_seqnum+1;
    Client2Lower!C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_13:

goto endCEstablished;

:: acknum!=Client_seqnum-1 ->

label_14:

  SYN=1;
ACH=0;
Client_seqnum = Client_seqnum-1;
acknum=seqnum;
seqnum=Client_seqnum;
Client2Lower!C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_15:
      goto SYN_SENT;

fi;

active proctype Server ()
{
      TIMER T2=0;
      byte Client_seqnum=0;
      byte Server_seqnum=0;
      bit SYN;
      bit ACK;
      byte seqnum;
      byte acknum;

      Closed:
      end:
      Upper2Server?PassiveOpen ->
      label_16:
      label_17:
      goto Listen;

      Listen:
      Lower2Server?L2STCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
      if
      :: ACK==1 ->
      label_18:
      label_19:
      goto Listen;

      :: SYN==1 ->
      label_20:
      ACK=1;
      Client_seqnum=seqnum;
      seqnum=Server_seqnum;
      acknum=Client_seqnum+1;
T2=1;
Server2Lower!S2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_21:
goto SYN_RCVD;

fi;

SYN_RCVD:
if
::T2->

label_22:
SYN=1;
ACK=1;
seqnum=Server_seqnum;
acknum=Client_seqnum+1;
Server2Lower!S2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_23:
goto SYN_RCVD;

::Lower2Server?L2STCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
if
:: SYN==1 && seqnum==Client_seqnum ->

label_24:
ACK=1;
seqnum=Server_seqnum;
acknum=Client_seqnum+1;
Server2Lower!S2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_25:
goto SYN_RCVD;

:: SYN==1 && seqnum!=Client_seqnum ->

label_26:
ACK=1;
Client_seqnum=seqnum;
seqnum=Server_seqnum;
acknum=Client_seqnum+1;
Server2Lower!S2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);

label_27:
goto SYN_RCVD;

:: ACK==1 && acknum==Server_seqnum+1 ->

label_28:
label_29:
goto endSEstablished;

fi;

fi;

endSEstablished:
    skip;

}

active proctype Lower ()
{
    bit SYN;
    bit ACK;
    byte seqnum;
    byte acknum;

    Start:
    end:
    if
        ::Client2Lower?C2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
        label_30:
            if
                ::skip;
                ::Lower2Server!L2STCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);
            fi;
        label_31:
            goto Start;
        ::Server2Lower?S2LTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum) ->
        label_32:
            if
                ::skip;
                ::Lower2Client!L2CTCP(SYN,ACK,seqnum,acknum);
            fi;
        label_33:
            goto Start;

    fi;
}
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